AWE
A“
teeny tiny word”
that

doesn’t get much attention.
When we experience the sense of “Awe” one of the most
unusual experiences of life engages. Perhaps only for a
moment or two but the significance shouldn’t be missed.

A

n analogy of what happens is found in the switch of one of those industrial electric
boxes. When “awe” happens, its as though the switch was thrown to engage a power that
has an ability to cross our physical dimension to the spiritual. Sound too intense—yea,
because it is intense!!!
Think of it, it’s more significant than the connection made when the intercontinental
railroad connected the east and west. It’s even more significant than the signal received
from the telegraph, and man connecting with the moon with the first steps and whatever earthy “great connection” you can think of. Awe dwarfs these universally restricted connections.
Think of it, the God who can harness the power too create, design, engineer and
author life’s universes in the massive and molecular, can not only be reached but if we
yield to just the simple possibility that He would want to communicate to you,
wouldn’t you want to hear what He has to say? Flip the switch and make a cross-dimensional connection?

Experience “Awe”

right now!

All you have to do is consider creation, meditate on it, and ask the Holy Spirit to open your ears and
“eyes” of your heart. Click on the “What To Watch” video below, take a deep breath, and be “still—and know
that He is”!
Like Job, are you able to see with the eyes of your heart?
If you are unable to “get the message” that’s the very reason why I wrote, Before the Beginning for. Make the most
epic connection you can experience for a lifetime if not an eternity! Sounds too good to be true? If you believe
that the Word of God is our final authority then you can find these words in my book carefully selected just for
you to make a cross-dimensional connection.
If you have already read my book and are behind revealing the glory of God in this manner, then go to
www.blossomridgebooks.com and make a donation to help me stay afloat. I have many exciting plans that I am
looking at for help on. If any of you have ideas or are interested in a great way to reach the lost then please let
me know.
If God designed creation with a purpose, wouldn’t you want to know it?

All were considered
in creation:

Purpose, functionality, life sustaining
provision, engineering, environment,
reproduction, humor, senses, instinct,
size, shape, color, texture, camoflage-defense systems, sonar, symbiosis... All done so that we may experience true awe and wonder.

What
What to
to watch:
watch:
Underwater
UnderwaterWonders
Wonders

To order the book,

Before the Beginning ...God Designed,
or for more information, click on the book.
For other ideas contact Jim Kraft at Blossom Ridge
440-946-5005 or email: jim@blossomridgebooks.com
Discussion/study guide coming soon!
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